Optical investigations of alkali metal thiomanganates(II) containing isolated complexes as well as chain and planar compounds.
Tetracoordinated Mn(II) complexes providing different molecular structures were investigated using various spectroscopical procedures. Na(6)MnS(4) contains separate pseudotetrahedral Mn-S complex units, K(2)MnS(2) has chains of edge-shared tetrahedra, and Cs(2)Mn(3)S(4) crystallizes in corresponding layers. Also doped materials, i.e., Cs(2)(Mn(x)Zn(1-x))(3)S(4) with 0.0 < x < 1.0, are considered. Absorption spectra recorded from samples incorporated in polyethylene pellets and excitation spectra taken from pure materials at 15-20 K temperature are assigned on the basis of energy level calculations obtained from the angular overlap model. All compounds exhibit intensive emission in the red, some of them also in the yellow region, which both are investigated in the temperature range from 12.5 to 250 K, in some cases varying the excitation power and excitation wavelength. Decay measurements supply lifetimes and activation energies evaluated from Arrhenius plots. The results support an assignment of both types of emissions to MnS(4) complex entities for all compounds, the red emission from the lowest excited level (Kasha luminescence) and the yellow emission, observed for some of the compounds with increasing intensity at lower temperature, from higher electronic levels.